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The Kennedy Mine of the Mineral Point Zinc Company is 
located about 10 miles east of the Mississippi River and more 
than 1 mile north of the Illinois-Wisconsin boundary. It is 
located in a region in which mining and its allied occupations 
furnish employment for more men than any other industry.
Of the many mines in this region the Kennedy Mine is said 
to be the largest. It was formerly worked as two separate mines, 
the Hoskin Mine being added to the Kennedy Mine on the north 
within the last few years. The writer spent the summer of 1912 
working in this district and studying its geology; the greater 
part of the time being spent in the Kennedy Mine.
The purpose of this work is 1) to study the general geology 
and occurrence of the ores of the region, and 2) to study the 
structure and occurrence of the ore in the Kennedy Mine.
The results of preceding workers in this region have been 
quite freely used and the most important publications on this 
district will be found in the bibliography on a later page.
In connection with the study of the Kennedy Mine, the author 
is indebted to Mr. B, Hoskins, Mr. F. W. Boericke, Mr. J. Smith 
and Mr. E. Hammel of the Mineral Point Zinc Company and Mr. E. 
Longhenry for valuable suggestions received while in the field.
The writer is especially indebted to Professor T. E. Savage, 
under whom the work was done, who has very materially assisted
2in the preparation of the report by his numerous suggestions 
and corrections. The writer also wishes to acknowledge his 
appreciation of the criticism of parts of the manuscript by Dr. 
W. S. Bayley of the University of Illinois, and Professor G. H. 
Cox of the University of Missouri.
3GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE REGION 
Location and Extent
The lead and zinc producing region1 of the Upper Mississippi 
Valley includes parts of Grant, La Fayette and Iowa Counties, 
Wisconsin; Joe Daviess County, Illinois; and Dubuque County,
Iowa. Straight lines connecting the towns of Highland, Dodge- 
villefWis.), Elizabeth (111.),2 Dubuque (la.), Potosi5 and High­
land (Wis.), in the order named would very roughly enclose this 
mining region which is about 50 miles long in a north and south 
direction and 25 miles wide east and west and covers an area of 
approximately 950 square miles.
Ore Output of the Region
The production of the lead and zinc for this region and 
by states for the year 1911 is given in the accompanying table, 
(see p. 4)^ It may be seen that more than 4/5 of the lead and
1In the few following pages relating to the mining districts the 
term region is applied to the entire lead and zinc field, while 
the term district is reserved for a division of the mining region; 
for example, the Hazel Green district of the Upper Mississippi 
lead and zinc region.
% o  output reported for 1911 altho some developement was being 
made.
v
5No developement or output reported during 1911 for the Potosi 
district.
^This table was compiled from data from Silver, Copper, Lead and 
Zinc in the Central States in 1911, Mine Production by B. S. 
Butler and J. P. Dunlop, Advance Chapter from Mineral Resources 
of the United States, Calendar Year 1911.
production of Lead and Zinc in the Upper Mississippi 
Valley by Districts and by States for the year 1911.








Galena Sphalerite Smithsonite Lead Zm eShort Short Short Short ShortDistrict tons Value tons Value tons Value tons Value tons Value
Hazel Green 547 | 25,405 20,632 $ 417,098 — — 380 § 34,200 6,300 # 718,200
Benton 991 52,985 32,453 546,872 131 $ 2,454 779 70,110 8,292 945,288
Platteville 268 13,288 12,748 395,425 — — 2QQ 18,000 5,338 608,532
Highland 206 11,108 81 3,013 4,784 69,235 150 13,500 1,273 145,122
Other Wis.
fields 2,347 126,679 28 ,049 566,715 120 2,454 1,844 165,960 8,517 970.938
Wis. Total 4,359 229,465 93,963 1,929 ,123 5,035 74,143 3,353 301,770 29,720 3,388,080
U. 111.
(Galena) 787 41,220 11,011 320,806 625 56,250 4,219 480,966
Iowa
(Dubuque) 75 3,750 60 5,400 mm mm mm mm mm _ ^ ____  ^_ -r -m  mm
Total 5,221 274,435 104,974 2,249.929 5,035 74,143 4,038 363,420 33,939 3,869,046
5even a greater per cent of the zinc ore of this region comes 
from Wisconsin, which in 1911 stood, third among the zinc-pro­
ducing states. The lead output of the district is much smaller 
than that of zinc.
Location of Kennedy Mine with Respect to the Field 
The developed ore bodies in this region generally occur 
more or less in groups, thus allowing a rough classification of 
the mines into districts. As classified by Butler and Dunlop2 
these districts are not always of the same size; for example, 
the Benton district is at least ten times as large as the Hazel 
Green district. In the former there were 18 mines in operation 
during 1911, while, in the latter, only 5 were working. Judged 
by the size of the area and by the number of mines, the Hazel 
Green district is one of the smallest, but it is the third 
largest producer of lead and the secdnd largest producer of 
zinc in the Upper Mississippi Valley. There are 91 mines in 
this region: 80 in Wisconsin, 7 in Illinois, and 4 in Iowa.
Altho there are only 5 mines in the Hazel Green district, or 
5%- per cent of the total number of mines in the entire region, 
this district produced more than per cent of the lead and zinc 
of Wisconsin and nearly 18 per cent of the output of the Upper
v
Mississippi Valley in 1911.
Silver, Copper, Lead and Zinc in the Central States in 1911,
Mine Production by B. S. Butler and J. P. Dunlon, Advance Chanter 
from Mineral Resources of the United States, Calendar Year 1911, p. 74.
2Ibid
6The Benton district which leads in the production of lead 
and zinc lies immediately north of the Hazel Green district. The 
only other district which outranks the latter fin production of 
lead only, not in zinc) is the Galena district lying immediately 
to the south. Between these three districts there is no nat­
ural division. The Kennedy Mine lies in the Hazel Green dis­
trict, while two of the large producers of the Benton district, 
the Rowley and the Pox Mines, and also the Mills and the Cleve­
land Mines of the Hazel Green district, lie within a radius of 
one and one-half miles of the Kennedy Mine. Dunlop* says:
"The Kennedy Mine of the Mineral Point Zinc Company was the 
largest producer of sphalerite concentrates in Wisconsin in 
1911, and also one of the largest producers of galena concen­
trates. Two concentrating plants of 125 tons each were operated 
by this mine until December 18, 1911, when one mill was destroyed 
by fire."
Towns and Railroads
Hazel Green, the nearest town to the Kennedy Mine, is 
somewhat less than two miles west, and the stations Buncombe 
and Strawbridge on the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad are 
about an equal distance to the southeast and northeast respect-
vively. The Chicago and Northwestern road has four passenger
^"Silver, Copper, Lead and Zinc in the Central States in 1911.
Mine production by B. S. Butler and J. P. Dunlop, Advance Chapter 
from Mineral Resources of the United States, Calendar Year
1911, p. 78.
7trains going thru Buncombe and Strawbridge each day, and two 
passenger trains arrive and depart daily from Hazel Green, which 
is at the end of a spur line. Another spur connects with the 
Kennedy and the Mills Mines to carry their concentrates.
8PHYSIOGRAPHY OP THE REGIOH 
The Drift Covered Area
The continental glaciers which invaded the northern part of 
the United States have materially affected the topography of the 
country over which they moved. The deposit left by the glaciers 
is called glacial drift, or simply drift, and has a thickness 
varying from zero to a few hundred feet. It is composed of 
material ranging in size from rock flour to boulders. The rocks 
and pebbles it contains are usually subangular, not infrequently 
striated, and often of different composition from the bed rock, 
the top of which is often smoothed, polished and sometimes 
striated. The contact between the country rock and the loose 
surface material is very definite and sharp tho uneven. The 
topography of the more recent drift covered area is very young 
and only slightly correlated with the drainage. The surface 
features vary from rough morainic country to flat outwash plains 
and comparatively level ground moraines. Frequently the streams 
flow several miles in a circuitous route because across their 
more direct course the moraines act as barriers.
The Driftless Area
A long distance north of the south edge of the glaciated 
region, and surrounded on all sides by it, is the driftless 
area of southwest Wisconsin and the adjoining states,— about 
10,000 square miles in extent. It is within this driftless 
area, although occupying less than l/lO of it, that the lead
9and zinc region is situated. In this area the surficial 
material is more uniform in its thickness, hut much thinner, 
than in the drift covered regions. The soil grades from fine 
material thru coarser soil and imperfectly and disintegrated 
rock into the undecomposed "bed rock so gradually that no line 
can he drawn. This clearly shows that the soil was derived 
from the rock hy disintegration and has not been transported.
In the driftless area the topography is mature and has been 
developed hy streams eroding rocks of varying hardness, so that 
the drainage is strikingly correlated with the topography.
Here are no undrained upland depressions, the lakes and swamps 
being confined to river bottoms.
Physical Features of the Mining District 
The chief physical features of this district are: fl) the 
mounds, (2) the Lancaster peneplain, (3) the valleys cut into 
the Lancaster peneplain, and (4) the flood plain of the Miss­
issippi River.
The mounds are erosional remnants or monadnocks, capped 
with resistant limestone of Niagaran age. This limestone once 
covered all or the larger part of this region, but it has been 
removed by erosion except in the few isolated patches on the
vmounds. These mounds frequently rise 300 feet above the 
surrounding country, and may reach an altitude of more than 
1400 feet above sea level. The nearest one to the Kennedy 
Mine is the Sinsinawa Mound, 8 miles west, which rises about
10
250 feet above the upland surface and attains an elevation of 
1160 feet. These mounds are outliers of a more extensive bed 
of Hiagaran limestone, which covers a considerable area south 
and west of this region. At its northern and eastern margins 
this limestone formation presents an abrupt front or steep slone,
Fig. 1
One of the Platte Mounds
known as the Biagara escarpment. This escarpment faces the 
mining region and in places has an elevation of 1100 to 1200 
feet above sea level.
Long continued erosion by the rivers of the La Fayette 
and earlier epochs of Tertiary time reduced the surface of this 
region nearly to a plain, now known as the Lancaster peneplain, 
but did not level down the mounds. This peneplain has a gentle 
slope to the southwest. The northeastern part lies at an el­
evation of about 1200 feet above sea-level, while the south­
western part is 300 feet lower. This peneplain is well dev­
eloped at Lancaster and Highland, Wis., and Warren, 111., and 
at many other places. In the vicinity of the Kennedy Mine,
11
the present streams have so trenched this old plain that only 
traces of it are recognizable. The valleys cut into the pen­
eplain will be discussed later.
In the vicinity of the mining region the flood plain of the 
Mississippi River varies from slightly more than 1 mile to nearly 
if miles in width, the average width being about 1.4 miles. Its 
elevation is approximately 600 feet above sea-level. The bor­
dering bluffs generally rise about 300 feet on either side of
the valley. The river channel anastomoses and ordinarily
one-halfoccupies less than of the width of its flood plain.
Drainage
The Mississippi River flows across the southwestern corner 
of the mining region, and all the water of the region finally 
finds its way into this master stream. The northern part of 
the area, the Highland district, drains thru Otter Creek and 
Blue River into the Wisconsin River and thence into the Miss­
issippi. The waters of the eastern part of the region, includ­
ing Mineral Point and the Mifflin and Linden districts, flow 
into the Pecatonica and its tributaries, thence into the Rock 
River and finally into the Mississippi, some 70 miles south of
the Wisconsin-Illinois boundary line. This drainage system
in Wisconsinis the only one;/^ ny part of whieh^lies in glaciated country.
The other large rivers of this region are the Little Maquoketa 
in Iowa, which flows in a southeasterly direction, and in Wis­
consin the Fever and the Platte, with its tributary the Little 
Platte, all of which flow in a south or southwest direction
12
into the Mississippi. The above rivers have a very intricate 
network of tributaries, which penetrate to all parts of the 
region, so that the surface is very efficiently drained. The 
streams are frequently bordered by bluffs, which furnish excellent 
rock outcrops, and from which the data concerning crevices, joints, 
etc., and the fossils collected for this report were obtained.
Fever River
The Fever River has a drainage area of about 208 square 
miles, slightly more than -J of which is in Illinois. This
Fig. 2




Buildings of the Kennedy Mine 
Showing Concrete Wall 
to prevent Flooding.
river flows nearly due south and empties into the Mississippi
about 9 miles below the Wisconsin-Illinois state line. The 
length of the drainage is approximately 26 miles and its max­
imum width, 13 miles.
12
The Fever River has carved a meandering course about 4 
feet deep in an old valley plain about -J- mile wide. This is 
in places bordered by bluffs which furnish outcrops of the 
various formations.
Bull Brand
The shaft and all the buildings of the Kennedy Mine are 
located on the valley bottom of Bull Branch. It is reported 
that formerly during times of severe flood the waters flooded 
the mine and put out the fires in the boiler room. The Channel 
of Bull Branch has recently been diverted and a low wall built 
around the buildings to prevent damage from floods. This wall 
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STRATIGRAPHIC GEOLOGY OP THE REGIOH 
Introduction
All of the rocks exposed in the lead and zinc region of the 
Upper Mississippi Valley are of Paleozoic age and of sedimentary 
origin. These rocks belong to the Ordovician system with the 
exception of the Hiagaran limestone which is Silurian, and is 
only found capping the mounds. Potsdam sandstone of Cambrian 
age outcrops immediately north of this area, while the nearest 
outcrop of the Pre-Cambrian rocks, either igneous or metamorphic, 
is near Baraboo, and Devil's Lake, Wis., about 40 miles northeast 
of the mining region. Pre-Cambrian, crystalline rocks form the 
country rock over the greater part of northern Wisconsin. The 
areal distribution ofAeseveral rock formations is shown in Plate 
1 Below-(see p.i-15)is given a general section of the rocks of 
this area. The deposition of the strata of the mining region 
has been interrupted several times since the beginning of Cam­
brian time. Some evidence of an unconformity within the Cam­
brian has been found and conclusive evidence of a long break in 
sedimentation between the Lower Magnesian and St. Peter's sand­
stone, between the Galena and the Maquoketa, and between the 
Maquoketa and the Hiagaran are known. During a part of this 
time there were, also important minor oscillations as shown by 
the rapid change in the lithological character of the sediments 
at successive levels. This is especially noticeable in some 
beds of the Platteville limestone where layers of highly foss- 
iliferous limestone are interbedded with th*in layers of shale
15
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(-©■arl r^ >ek ) During the deposition of these rocks, the 
northern part of Wisconsin was not submerged, and that
area furnished much of the coarser mechanical sediments
\
that make up the clastic strata of this region. Evidence 
that the mechanical sediments were brought down from the north 
is seen in the beautiful cross bedding of the rocks at the 
Dalles, Wis., in which the false bedding planes dip to the 
south.
16
Lead and zinc have been reported as occurring in all of the 
rocks from the Niagaranto the Potsdam sandstone, but almost all 
of the paying deposits are located either toward the top of the 
Platteville or near the base of the Galena limestone.
Cambrian System
POTSDAM SANDSTONE.— The Potsdam sandstone uncomformably 
overlies the Pre-Cambrian metamorphic rocks. Its maximum thick­
ness is about 1000 feet and its average thickness is about 700 
feet. It outcrops along the Wisconsin River to the north of
this region where only the upper 300 feet are exposed.
Ordovician System
LOWER MAGNESIUM LIMESTONE.— Altho the Lower Magnesian 
limestone is more properly placed in the Cambrian System on 
both paleontological and structural grounds it will be discussed 
under the Ordovician, to which it is usually referred. This 
formation, also called Prairie du Chien limestone, was so named 
because it is the lowest of the important dolomite formations 
in the Mississippi Valley; the Galena and Niagaran, both of which 
are also chiefly dolomites occurring at higher horizons. It is 
about 200 feet thick and lies between two sandstones, the Pots­
dam below and the St. Peter above. Outcrops occur chiefly along 
the Wisconsin, Grant, and Platte Rivers and their tributaries, 
but the main outcrops occur either near or outside of the nor­
thern and western margins of the lead and zinc region. Small 
isolated patches also occur within this region.
17
ST. PETER SANDSTONE.—  The St. Peter sandstone uncomformably 
overlies the Lower Magnesian limestone. It varies from zero 
to 100 feet in thickness, hut averages about 70 feet. Outcrops
Pig. 4
St. Peter Sandstone, near Mineral 
Point, Wis., Showing 
Typical Rounded Weathering
of this formation have not been mapned south of Benton, but 
they occur in all of the deeper valleys in the northern part of 
the area. The outcrop nearest to the Kennedy Mine is not quite 
5|§- miles to the northeast, extending for about 3 miles south and
slightly east of Meeker's Grove.
PLATTEVILLE LIMESTONE.— The Platteville limestone, formerly 
called the Trenton, takes its name from the fact that this lime­
stone is well developed near Platteville, Wis., where its entire 
thickness is exposed along the bluffs of the Little Platte River. 
This formation underlies the entire mining region, except where
18
removed by erosion, and is usually directly overlain by the 
Galena Limestone. The Platteville limestone immediately under­
lies the surfical materials in scattered patches or continuous 
ljnear belts along the sides or in the bottom of the valleys of 
the larger streams. The nearest of these Platteville inliers 
to the Kennedy Mine is about 1 mile south, at the junction of 
Bull Branch and the Fever River. They are found both up and 
downstream from this point. The total area over which the Platte­
ville limestone immediately underlies the surficial materials 
is small on account of the thinness of the formation and owing 
to the steep sides of the valleys. These outcrops are likely 
to indicate gentle anticlines and hence were not favorable 
places for ore deposition, as will be explained later. In the 
neighborhood of the Kennedy Mine only the upper part of the 
Platteville is exposed.
In the Platteville limestone are several more or less def­
inite and constant horizons, which differ greatly one from another. 
Some of these layers are less than one inch thick, while others 
may be several feet thick. The composition may be that of a 
pure limestone, dolomite, carbonaceous shale,or sandy shale.
At some levels fossils are exceedingly abundant and in others 
they are entirely absent. A generalized section of the Platte-
v
ville formation is given below.
19
Generalized Section of the Platteville Limestone
3. Limestone principally, with some shale, in thin beds, 
10-15 feet.
2. Thin bedded, brittle, fine grained limestone,
15-25 feet.
1. Thick bedded magnesium limestone or dolomite,
15-25 feet.
Immediately below member 1 of this section is a blue shale 
a few inches to five feet thick, sandy in the lower but not in 
the upper portion. This member is a transition bed between the 
overlying Platteville limestone and the underlying St. Peter 
sandstone and may be regarded as belonging to the latter for­
mation rather than to the Platteville.
Member 1 occurs in beds 6 inches to 2 feet thick. An 
outcrop of this member occurs along the Fever River about 1-f 
miles northeast of Benton. It is a coarse earthy magnesium 
limestone or a true dolomite resembling the Galena, from which 
it differs in its more earthy nature, in its lack of chert, in 
its thin irregular dark partings, in its stratigraphic position, 
and in its smaller thickness. This member is blue gray when 
fresh, but weathers to a buff. In places honey-combed cavities 
occur in horizontal layers one or two inches thick and about 
the same distance apart. Fossils are usually few and in places
they are entirely absent. Names that have applied to this
member are the "lower buff limestone" and the "quarry beds."
20
Fig. 5 shows the thick “beds of number two overlain by the thin­
ner beds of number three.
Fig. 5
Platteville Limestone near Mineral Point,
Showing Contact Between Quarry Stone and Thinner
Beds Above.
Members 3 and 4 of the generalized section were not readily 
separated in the field nor are their differences very clearly 
distinguished. At the very top of number 4 occurs the "clay 
beds" of the mines. Below this the rock is usually either high­
ly fossiliferous or has the peculiar fine grained lithological 
character known as "glass rock." The fossiliferous beds are 
crowded with fossils, chiefly brachiopods which cause an irreg­
ular surface of fracture.
v
Typical glass rock contains no fossils, but exhibits con- 
choidal fracture, is dense and very fine grained, and rings when 
struck with a hammer. On a fresh surface the rock is chocolate 
colored, but weathers to white or very light gray. The layers 
range from 1 to 8 inches thick and are separated by thin partings
21
*1
of chocolate colored shale or oil rock. They are very res— 
istant so that exposures and fragments are frequently found. The 
lower layers have in places a peculiar mottled appearance. The 
glass rocK lies below the clay bed and forms one of the most 
readily recognized horizons in the district. The nearest out­
crop of the layers comprising 3 and 4 of the section are found 
along the Fever River a short distance east of the mouth of Bull 
Branch, where seotions were made of the contact between the Platte- 
ville and overlying Galena. (see p. 26) The very top of number 
4 commonly consists of a stratum of blue calcareous shale, known 
by the miners as the "clay bed." This bed is usually fossil- 
iferous and varies from a few inches to a few feet in thickness.
It immediately underlies the oil rock of the Galena formation 
except in the eastern part of the lead and zinc region where it 
is frequently absent. This impervious horizon has frequently 
limited the ore deposition by preventing the further downward 
migration of the ore minerals. These shale bands below the 
clay bed vary in thickness from less than 5 inches to more than 
4 feet, and may be yellow, green, blue or gray, (see detailed 
section, pp. 70-71) and because of their soft, tenacious char­
acter they are very difficult to drill.
^ o r  description' of oil rock see pp. 24-25.
22
A section of strata exposed along a gully near Meeker's 
Grove about 600 feet west and 300 feet north of the southeast 
corner of section 22 I. 2 I., R. 1 E. is given below;1
A. Section of the Strata near Meeker's Grove
5. Dense, fine grained, pure limestone with conchoidal 
fracture, which rings if struck with a hammer, in layers about 
2 inches thick, (glass rock) ®ccasionally changing to slightly 
fossiliferous limestone---------------------------- 2 feet or more.
4. Bluish gray granular, highly fossiliferous limestone in 
layers about 2 or 3 inches thick----------------- 2 feet 6 inches.
3. Zone concealed by weathered debris-------------6 inches.
2. limestone similar to Ho. 5--------------1 foot 5 inches.
1. Limestone similar to Ho. 4, but more fossiliferous- -
2 inches.
The basal member of the above section overlies 12 feet of 
strata of similar character, below which comes the lower buff 
limestone which overlies the St. Peter sandstone. The contact 
between the latter formation and the Platteville can be quite 
definitely traced.
GALENA LIMESTONE.— The Galena limestone, named from the 
town of Galena near which it is well developed, is the most 
important formation of the entire district, furnishing nearly
^The location of this section is indicated on the map of the 
district* p“ 14,by the letter A.
23
all of the lead and much the greater part of the zinc. The 
lower part of the formation is by far the most productive. The 
Galena limestone immediately underlies the soil everywhere ex­
cept in some of the valleys where it has been eroded, and in the 
higher places where it is overlain by younger formations. Out­
crops of this rock are common along the streams of this region, 
as on both sides of Bull Branch. The Kennedy Mine, is exca­
vated almost entirely in this formation, which has an average 
thickness of 230 feet, but near Hazel Green is nearly 250 feet.
The main body of the Galena limestone is fairly uniform, 
both horizontally and vertically. It is a porous, granular, 
coarse-grained, crystalline dolomite. When fresh it is hard, 
and usually light bluish gray in color, being darker blue in the
Fig. 6
Galena Limestone at the 
Kennedy Mine
lower part. On weathering, it becomes buff or light yellowish 
gray, and in the more weathered parts it is somewhat brownish or 
reddish in color and is frequently friable, sometimes crumbling 
into sand. Honeycombed weathered cavities are fairly common.
24
Chert lenses two inches thick and several feet long are not un­
common at certain horizons. The dolomite layers may he only a 
few inches thick, hut are usually 1 to 4 feet, and present quite 
a massive appearance. In places the Galena limestone has not 
been dolomitized hut this non-dolomitic phase is very local.
Below is given a generalized section of the Galena lime­
stone in this region:
Generalized Section of the Galena limestone.
5. Dolomite, earthy, thin-hedded--------------------35 feet.
4. Dolomite, coarse-grained, thick-hedded---------- 60 feet.
3. Dolomite, coarse-grained, thick-hedded, with
numerous cherts or flints----------------------- 90 feet.
2. Dolomite, thick to thin-hedded, coarse to fine­
grained------------------------------------------- 45 feet.
1. Chocolate-colored carbonaceous shale, known as
oil rock---------------------------  2 feet.
In a few places the second member of the section may he only 
partly or not at all dolomitic. "Above the basal member the 
Galena is a very homogeneous dolomite, which thru much of its 
thickness varies mainly in the presence or absence of flint."1 
The base of the Galena is a dark shale, rich in organic matter 
and known as "oil rock." It frequently contains sufficient
v
hydrocarbons to permit it to ignite readily, when it gives off
^Bain, H. i1., Zinc and Lead Deposits of the Upper Mississippi 
Valley, Bull 294 U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 86-27.
25
a peculiar petroleum odor.1 Partial analysis of 3 samples of 
this rock gives an average of 24.56 per cent of carbonaceous 
matter. This oil rock is usually dark chocolate color, but may 
be much darker, and even black. It is thin-bedded, and in places 
rather porous. Outside the mines or quarries it is seldom seen, 
because of its soft non-resistant character. The oil rock is 
everywhere present in this mining region, and is better developed 
here than in any other known area. Its thickness is greater in 
the west than in the east part of the region, and varies from 
only a few inches to 4 or 5 feet. The main oil rock horizon 
marks the base of the Galena but as noted above the oil rock is 
not entirely confined to the Galena formation.
Chamberlain made the base of the oil rock the division 
between the Galena and Plattevilie formations because of what he 
considered an uncomformity at this horizon and Ulrich places the 
base of the Galena at this horizon on paleontological evidence.
Contacts between the Galena and the Plattevilie formations 
were found at several points along the Fever River as shown in 
the Following sections.
Sections B and C are indicated on the map of the region 
by these same letters. Section B was made of the outcrop of 
Platteville limestone lying nearest the Kennedy Mine, while section 
C is made of an exposure nearly 5 miles northeast of the mine.
1 A  rather full description is given by H. F. Bain in "Zinc and 
lead Deposits of the Upper Mississippi Valley" Bull. 294 U. S.Geol. Survey, pp. 25-27.
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Asection ofstrata outcropping on the north side of road west from 
Buncombe, about 200 or 300 yards east of Bull Branch is given 
below.
B. Section of Strata west from Buncombe.
5. Soil-------------------------------------------------2 feet.
4. Fairly porous, rather dolmitic limestone showing 
honeycombed weathering, in layers 3 or 4 feet 
thick. Travertine deposits occur in the cracks 
and in the spaces of the honeycombed weathering.
Small isolated pieces of calcite are imbedded in 
the rock. The lower six or seven feet are inter- 
bedded with thin layers of shale and in places may 
be weathered to a deep reddish brown and the trav­
ertine and honeycombed weathering were absent.
Fossils not abundant but containing Protowarthia,
bilobata---------------------------------------- about 15 ft.
3. Limestone, highly fossiliferous, containing Rafines- 
quina alternata, Plectambonites sericeous, Orthis 
pectinella, Strophomena incurvata, Liospira lent-
icularis, and Orthis tricennaria----------------- 7 feet.
2. Gray fine grained limestone (glass rock) in
layers 1-7 inches thick (averaging 2-3 inches)
\
separated by thin wavy layers of shale 2^ --ljl/8
inches thick-------------------------------- 2 feet 10 inches
1. Limestone with rough fracture and darker color 
than 2, highly fossiliferous 6 inches
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In the above section the lower part of the Galena limestone 
(the fourth member) is reddish brown and suggests a possible 
resemblance to oil rock. The obscured contact between No. 4 
and No. 3 is not sufficiently clear to expose the full thickness 
of the oil rock but it should occur at this horizon.
A section of strata outcropping in small ravine about -f of 
a mile north of Quinlan Diggings on the west side of the Fever 
Biver is given below:
C. Section of Strata near Quinlan Diggings.
5. Gray to yellowish gray, coarsely crystalline, 
non-fossiliferous, nearly pure limestone with 
rough fracture, upper layers about -J- inch thick,
lower layers 2 feet, 5 inches thick--  --- 15 feet, 3 in.
Contact between the Galena and Platteville 
limestone, which is partly concealed.
4. A red, fairly dense, nearly pure, highly fossil­
iferous limestone, in layers 1-3 inches thick, 
containing Plectambonites sericeous, liospira 
lenticularis, Streptelasma corniculum, Rafinesauina 
alternata, Dalmanella testudinaria, Orthis tric-
enaria, and Strophomena incurvata-------------- 11 feet.
3. Concealed zone--------- -------------------------- 3 feet.
2. Dense fine grained pure limestone, with con- 
choidal fracture, ringing when struck with a 
hammer (glass rock)------------------------------ 5 feet.
1. Dark gray pure limestone, weathering yellow, 
sometimes resembles glass rock, and in places 
fossiliferous-------------------------------------6 feet.
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A few hundred yards east of B and a few hundred yards south 
of C, sections were also made, but they have been omitted from 
this report because they show such similar data to B and G res­
pectively. In all of these sections the contact between the 
Galena and Platteville formations is obscured by weathered de­
bris. This is because this contact is between two non-resistant 
layers— the clay bed and the oil rock, which weather more rapidly 
than the material is removed, and thus gives rise to debris which 
obscures the contact. The more rapid weathering of the shale 
has left the overlying rock unsupported and in all four sections 
observed a short horizontal platform of Platteville limestone 
occurs back of which the Galena limestone rises more or less 
perpendicularly. In some places debris composed of the under-
o fmined Galena limestone has accumulated on topAthe shelf at the 
top of the Platteville limestone. These phenomena together with 
the lithological differences of these formations are good criteria 
for distinguishing the contact between the Galena and the Platte­
ville limestones.
MAQUOKETA SHALE.— Above the Galena limestone is a shale
generally known in this region as the Maquoketa but formerly
called Hudson River or Cincinnati shale. This shale outcrops
in or just outside the southern part of the region and on the 
. , _thesides of A mounds. The exposure nearest the Kennedy Mine is 
slightly more than 1 mile west, along the ridge on which the
town of Hazel Green is located. The entire thickness of the
formation appears only in the sides of the mounds or" ,7'the 
Niagara escarpment. The average thickness is about 160 feet.
E9
The high per cent1 of organic matter in this shale is thought to
some.ofhave been important in the precipitation ofAthe ores.
Silurian System
NIAGARAS LIMESTONE.— The Niagaran limestone of Silurian age over- 
lies the Maquoketa shale. In the Wisconsin part of the lead and 
zinc region it outcrops on the tops of Platte and Sinsinawa Mounds 
and on the two mounds south of Shullsburg. The nearest outcrop 
to the Kennedy Mine is on Sinsinawa Mound. This limestone 
covers extensive areas in northeast Iowa, and between Galena and 
Elizabeth, and farther south in Illinois.
LATER FORMATIONSr-There is no positive evidence of any form­
ation having been deposited between the Niagaran limestone and the 
surficial materials of Quaternary age. Deposits of gravel both
to the north and south of this region have been regarded by Salis-
obury as of Tertiary age, but the evidence of such age is not con­
clusive.
Quaternary System
SOILS.— The soil of the lead and zinc region of the Upper 
Mississippi Valley is largely residual and consists chiefly of the 
insoluble parts of the Galena limestone upon which it lies. It 
has an average t'hickness of about 7 feet. loess is found in a
"^Analysis gives an average of 23.88$. See Cox, G. H., Origin of 
the Lead and Zinc Ores of the Upper Mississippi Valley District: Economic Geology, Vol. VI, No. b, September,'1911, p. 586. See
also p. 585.
2 Salisbury, R. D., Pre-Glacial Gravels on the Quartzite Range near 
Baraboo, Wis. Journal of Geology, 1895 Vol. Ill pp.655-667.
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few places and alluvium frequently occurs along the river bot­
toms.
Structure of the Region
FOLDS.— The rocks of this region have a slight general dip 
to the southwest, and there is also a series of very gentle anti­
clines and synclines extending across the area in a general east 
west direction. In addition to many minor folds there are two 
prominent anticlines, both lying entirely in Wisconsin. The 
axis of the most northern one of these uplifts extends from near 
Lancaster and Bloomington eastward past Mineral Point to Sodge 
branch south of Jonesdale. The other extends east from the 
vicinity of Cuba toward,Red Rock, and brings the Lower Magnesian 
to the surface near Meeker’s Grove along the Fever River. In all 
these folds both the major and minor ones, the southern limb dips 
more gently than the northern one, thus suggesting that the force 
which formed these folds came from the south. The folds fre­
quently plunge to the east or to the west indicating that the 
deformation came from more than one direction.
Some of these folds have been thought to be initial dips 
resulting from irregularities in the surface of the underlying 
beds. This would be probable when the St. Peter sandstone was
v
deposited unconformably above the Lower Magnesian limestone.
However the evidence points to more deformation than has usually
been recognized in this region, as shown in some of the clay beds 
of the Kennedy Mine, (see description of the Kennedy Mine p.71)
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JOINTS.— The strata of this region are nearly everywhere cut 
by one or inore series of nearly vertical joints which are u.resent 
in all of the formations of the region except the St. Peter sand­
stone and the Maquoketa shale. They commonly cross each other 
nearly at right angles, the trends of some of them being seen on 
the man of the region about the Kennedy Mine. The vertical 
joints are sometimes enlarged by solution and are then called 
crevices, large quantities of ore, usually, lead, has been taken 
from such crevices.
In addition to the vertical joints there are pitching joints 
which are confined to the smaller synclines and are imnortant be­
cause ore frequently occurs in them, as in the well known ’pitches" 
which dip 20° to 60°. (See man of the Kennedy Mine opposite 0 .6 9 )
Pig. 7
Crevice just South of 
Benton Along Coon 
Branch.
Pig. 8
Pitching Joints Between Ben­
ton and Strawbridge 
Along Coon Branch.
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FRACTURES.— Besides the regular joints in this region there 
are also irregular fractures which are usually more or less 
pitching. These fractures differ from the joints in being much 
more local and in having no definite direction. Their chief 
difference from joints lies in the fact that they frequently do 
not remain straight for any considerable distance, but curve 
about greatly; and also that they probably owe their origin to 
local sagging of the oil rock. These fractures are frequently 
ore-beating and will be further discussed in connection with the 
Kennedy Mine, (see p.84)
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HISTORICAL STATEMENT.--The exact date of the first discovery 
of lead in the Upper Mississippi Valley is uncertain, hut there is 
no doubt that Nicholas Perrott knew of the presence of lead as 
early as 1698. Julien Dubuque has been credited with carrying 
on the first mining in 1788 on the site of the present city of 
Dubuque. At first the mining was limited to the lead that was 
found at a very shallow depth, bit in recent years zinc has become 
much the more important. The zinc content of the ores mined 
during 1911 was more than ten times as valuable as the lead.
IMPORTANT ORES.--The ores of this region in the order of 
their present importance are 1 ) sphalerite, zinc sulphide, known 
also as "jack”, "black jack", etc., 8 ) galena, lead sulphide, 
called by the miners "lead" or "mineral", 3 ) smithsonite, zinc 
carbonate, or "dry bone", 4) marcasite, iron disulphide, or 
"sulphur".
Unlike the other ores the production of smithsonite is 
restricted chiefly to the Highland (Wis.) district which in 1918 
produced 94$ of the reported "bone" concentrates of the region.1 
Marcasite usually, reduces the value of the zinc concentrates from 
which it can not be separated by the ordinary jigging. When the 
percentage of marcasite in the zinc concentrates is high it may
1Press Bulletin of U. S. Geol. Survey for May 1913.
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be utilized in the manufacture of sulphuric acid. Barite 
commonly reduces the value of the ore because of its difficulty 
in separation. Gravity methods of separation are impossible 
because of the high specific gravity of barite, and electro­
magnetic methods of separation are equally impossible.
Description of Ores and Associated Minerals.
LEAD ORES.— Galena (PbS; lead 86.6$, sulphur 34.4$; density 
7.4-7.6 ) This mineral is the only important Jead ore of the 
region. It is also called galenite, lead sulphide, and by the 
miners it is known as "lead" or "mineral". It usually crystal­
lizes in simple cubes, which are less commonly combined with 
the octahedrons. It occurs both in and below the zone of 
weathering.
Cerrusite (PbCOg; PbO 83-.5$, COg 16.5$; lead 77.5$; den­
sity 6.46-6.57) Cerrussite is also known as lead carbonate and 
as white lead o r e ,dvltho it does not occur in sufficient quantities 
to have any value as an ore. It is found in the zone of weather­
ing as an alteration product of galena upon which it occurs 
usually as a white yellowish powder-like coating and less 
commonly as minute colorless crystals.
ZINC ORES.— Sphalerite (ZnS; zinc 67.15$; sulphur 32.85$; 
density 3.9-4.1), Other names for sphalerite are zinc blende, 
"jack", "black jack", and other kinds of "jack". At present 
this is by far the most important ore of the region and is the 
only original zinc ore. It is seldom found above the ground 
water level. The sphalerite in this region varies from light
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straw-yellow, thru brown, to jet black, the latter color being 
due to impurities, chiefly iron. Small crystals are sometimes 
found on the free surfaces, but they are never so well developed 
as those in the Joplin region.
Smithsonite ( Z n C o ^ ;  ZnO 64.8$, CO2 35.2$, zinc 52.06$; 
density 4.3-4.4) Smithsonite commonly replaces sphalerite in the 
zone of weathering. In the early mining operations this ore 
was almost totally neglected, later it was the only zinc ore 
mined, and now it is again comparatively unimportant, except in 
the Highland district. Its only use is in the production of 
zinc oxide, not^ e being used in the production of spelter.
OTHER ORES.--Marcasite and Pyrite (FeSg; iron 45.78$, 
sulphur 54.22$; density 4.67-5.2) Marcasite is by far the more 
common of the two, but pyrite is sometimes present. Both com­
monly go under the name of "sulphur11. In the zone of oxid­
ization they readily alter to limonite. As has been noted 
before, when marcasite occurs in small quantities it lowers the 
value of zinc and when it occurs in large quantities it is of 
value in the production of sulphuric acid.
Iron Ores. In addition to pyrite and marcasite, melanterite, 
limonite and hematite are ores containing iron, only the last of 
which is mined in this region for its iron content. The last 
three are alteration products of the first two.
Limonite (hydrous oxide of iron) is known as brown hematite, 
yellow ocher, and by the miners it is called "iron". It is the 
most common alteration product of the iron sulphides.
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Hematite is an oxide of iron which gives the red color to 
the clays so frequently found with the ores. It is known as 
red iron ore or red ocher, and is an alteration product of mar- 
casite.
Melanterite, also known as copperas, iron vitriol and green 
vitriol, is a sulphate of iron. It is frequently found as a 
white coating over marcasite from the decomposition of which it 
is derived. Its high solubility prevents melanterite from 
collecting in large quantities.
ASSOCIATED MIMEBALS.— Calcite (CaC03 ; C02 44$, CaO 56$; 
density 2.7) This is called ”tiff!’ by the miners, and is also 
known as calc spar or spar. It is the most common mineral found 
and occurs lining the metalliferous veins with which it is almost 
always associated.
Dolomite f (Ca,Mg) C 0 3  ^ C02 47.9$, CaO 30.4$, MgO 21.7$;
density 2.8-2.9) Altho dolomite is the most important constitu­
ent of the Galena formation, it rarely occurs in crystals of any 
size or in veins.
Barite (BaS04; SOg 24.3$, BaO 65.7$; density 4.3-4.6 )
Barite or heavy spar is not common but is found chiefly in the
f
vicinity of the oil rock and also in the veins where it is de­
posited after the calcite.
Quartz (Si02 ; Oxygen 53.3$, Silicon 46.7$; density 2.6) 
Quartz occurs chiefly in the form of cherts which are common at 
some horizons in the Galena limestone. It is found rarely as 
small crystals lining cavities in the Lower Magnesian limestone.
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THE LESS COMMON MINERALS.--Other more rare minerals are the 
copper ores, chalcopyrite, azurite, and malachite; the oxide and 
sulphide ores of manganese; anglesite, a lead ore; hydrozincite 
and calamine, both zinc ores; and selenite and sulphur which oc­
cur associated with the lead and zinc ores. With the possible 
exception of hydrozincite the copper ores are the ohly ones of 
economic importance. The occurrence of anglesite has been 
questioned and the presence of manganese suluhide is inferred 
from its alteration product, the oxide. Calamine has not been 
definitely recognized and hydrozincite only rarely recognized, 
but in both cases this may be due to their resemblance to smith- 
sonite, from which it is difficult to distinguish them.
Form of the Denosits.
The lead and zinc ores occur in two general types of de­
posits 1) vein and 2) disseminated deposits. The vein deposits 
include both the flats and pitches and the vertical crevices, the 
ore being deposited in continuous openings. The disseminated 
deposits include the honeycomb runs as well as the disseminated 
deposits described by Bain,'1' in which the ore is not deposited 
in continuous openings.
CREVICE DEPOSITS.--The crevice deposits are vertical joint 
cracks enlarged by solution and more or less filled with ore.
The main series of crevices run east and west or slightly north 
of west and south of east and are frequently crossed by other
-*-Bain, H. F., Zinc and Lead Deposits of the Upper Mississippi 
Valley, BuIL 294, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 53-66.
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series of joints or crevices nearly at right angles. The min­
ers apply the term 'east and w e s W  to the first class and "north 
and souths' to the latter. "Ten o'clocks", "two o'clocks", and 
"four o'clocks" are the names applied to crevices whose direction 
parallels the shadow cast by the sun at ten o'clock, two o'clock, 
and four o'clock respectively. Formerly the chief supply of 
ore came from the "east-wests" and particularly rich deposits 
were frequently found where other crevices crossed them.
OPENINGS.— Solution is likely to take place most rapidly 
at the intersections of the crevices and here are frequently 
found the "openings" altho they may occur elsewhere. These 
"openings" are usually solution caverns from 4 to 6 feet high and 
from 1 to 4 feet wide, but occasionally they may be from 25 to 
30 feet wide, and 30 to 40 feet high. Openings 500 feet or 
even 1,000 feet long are not uncommon. Some of these openings 
have yielded thousands of dollars worth of ore.1 The typical 
mineral of the crevice deposits and of the openings is galena 
altho smithsonite is sometimes also present. The ore of the 
openings and crevices usually occurs as 1 ) thin sheets completely 
filling the smaller crevices; 2 ) crystals and crystalline ag­
gregates clustered on the walls; and 3) fallen and broken masses 
mingled with the loose dolomitic sand and broken pieces of rock. 
When galena was the principal mineral mined it was largely ob­
tained from such openings as these, but now they are of little 
economic importance.
^Bain, H. F., Zinc and Lead Deposits of the Upper Mississippi 
,Yalley, Bull 294, U. S. Geol. Survey, p. 56.
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F L A T S  AND PITCHES.— In the lower part of the Galena formation 
the vertical crevices are replaced by two or more series of 
"pitches” or pitching joints or fractures which almost invariably 
dip away on either side from the main vertical crevice. These 
pitching joints or fractures which carry ore are also connected 
along the bedding places by horizontal joints or solution planes 
("flats") which also carry ore. The flats and pitches present 
a step-like appearance and widen toward the bottom,which widening 
is increased by the dip of the pitches. The "flats and pitches" 
are usually connected above with vertical east-west crevices.
The deposits in the "flats and pitches" are now yielding the 
bulk of the ore of the region; they will be further described in 
connection with the Kennedy Mine.
ct* F la t s ,  b -P itches c^Crevi t e ,
Pig. 9
Diagram Showing Gross Section of Typical 
Plats and Pitches 
After Grant.
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HONEYCOMB RUNS.— Somewhat similar to the openings, and like 
them associated with the crevice deposits, are certain apparently 
brecciated or porous parts of the Galena limestone in the cavities 
of which,ore has been deposited. Such deposits are called 
"honeycomb or sprangle runs". The honeycomb runs are believed 
to represent an early stage in the development of the openings 
and are found below the level of ground water, while the open­
ings are usually found above the ground water level.
DISSEMINATED DEPOSITS.— Certain horizons, usually connected 
with or lying near the oil rock, have become more or less im­
pregnated with sphalerite or galena. These deposits are usually 
of slight vertical height but are extensive horizontally. They 
are believed to be metasomatic replacements of the original rock 
and not simple deposits in pre-existing openings.
Zonal Arrangement of the Area.
HORIZONTAL ORDER OP THE ORES.— The ores usually occur as 
thin sheets in fissures and their arrangement is fairly definite. 
The order of occurrence of the ores, from the walls towards the 
center of the vein, is as followsl)marcasite, 2 ) sphalerite, 
at times containing some galena, 3) galena, 4) calcite, 5) barite. 
While this is the usual order for the district, the galena and 
barite are seldom observed in the lower workings of the Kennedy 
Mine. One or two of the ores may be missing in a vein, but the 
deposition of one ore usually implies the previous deposition of
^Grant, U. S., Lead and Zinc Deposits of Wisconsin, Wis. Nat.
Hist. Survey, BuH. 14, p. 74.
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all the ores which should occur between it and the wall; thus 
calcite will usually be found only with sphalerite and marcasite, 
marcasite may occur alone, and sphalerite implies a deposition of 
marcasite but not necessarily of calcite. Frequently the veins 
show more than one complete or incomplete cycle of deposition, 
each of which is marked by a marcasite layer in the vein.
VERTICAL SUCCESSION OF THE ORES.— Within a vein not only is
the arrangement of the ores from the wall toward the center quite
definite but there is also a definite vertical arrangement which
is probably of even greater importance. According to Grant1
there is an upper zone characterized by the dominance of galena
overlying a zone in which smithsonite is the predominant mineral.
These two zones extend to slightly below the water table and are
2underlain by a zone in which sphalerite is important. Bain 
recognizes a zone below the sphalerite consisting of marcasite. 
But in the Kennedy Mine marcasite does not appear to constitute 
a separate zone, but occurs in the lower part of the sphalerite 
zone while in the upper part of this zone it is altered to lim- 
onite or sometimes to hematite.
Relations of the Ore Bodies and Guides for Prospecting.
GEOGRAPHY.— The geographic distribution and limitation of 
the ores^and the location of the Kennedy Mine with respect to the 
mining region has already been discussed.
Grant, U. S., Lead and Zinc deposits of Wisconsin, Wis. Nat. 
Hist. Survey, BuIL 14, p. 75.
%ain, H. F., Zinc and Lead Deposits of the Upper Mississippi 
Valley, U. S. GeolL Survey, Bui. 294, p. 141.
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STATIGRAPHY.--Ore has been found in all the formations from
the Niagaran limestone to and including the Prairie du Chien or
Lower Magnesian Limestone, hut the chief ore hearing horizon is
nart of thethe lower part of the Galena limestone, while the upper^Platte- 
ville formation is second in importance.
Reference has already been made to the oil rock which is a 
highly carbonaceous shale, and is thought to have given off vol­
atile gases that are believed to have been important agents in 
the precipitation of the ores.
The thickness of the oil rock and the occurrence of ore 
bodies appear to be strikingly correlated.
STRUCTURE.— The ores were deposited in the crevices, and 
flats and pitches which are usually found in the structural 
basins already mentioned. A given pitch usually has a corres­
ponding pitch dipping in the opposite direction, also the occur­
rence of ore in a given pitch usually, altho not necessarily, is 
accompanied by ore in the opposite pitch.
OLD PITS.--As has been noted the lead ore occurs in the 
upper part of an ore body while the zinc ores are found at lower 
levels. Hence one might infer that below a lead deposit zinc 
ore bodies would frequently be found, and this inference is
strongly confirmed by fact, altho there are certain notable ex-
\ceptions. As this district has been mined for more than a cen­
tury it has been well explored and the regions where lead was 
found at the surface is now marked by numerous old pits from which 
lead was formerly taken. These old lead pits, which are very
4 3
numerous and are frequently accompanied by ore bodies below are 
very helpful guides in prospecting.
Fig. 10.
Quinlan Diggings.
TOPOGRAPHY.— Other things being equal a sloping surface is 
considered to be favorable for the occurrence of ore bodies, and 
ore bodies are more frequently formed beneath the sides of valleys 
than at the bottoms of the valleys or over the upland surface.
RELATION TO WATER TABLE.— Galena occurs both above and below 
the water table; smithsonite occurs at the level of the water 
table and a short distance below it, but at greater depth is 
replaced by sphalerite.
RELATION TO THE SOIL.— Some prospectors place considerable 
dependence upon the character of the soil as a guide to the 
presence of ore. They claim that a dark reddish soil indicates 
ore beneath, and 'in the few places examined this inference would 
appear to be justified. The color probably is due to the alter­
ation of the iron sulphide occurring with the ore. In parts of 
the Kennedy Mine the clay was a brilliant red due to the presence 
of hematite.
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CERTAIN CONCRETIONS.— Small concretions are sometimes found 
near the old pits, and their presence has been taken by some pros­
pectors to indicate the presence of ore.
Genesis of the Ores.
HISTORICAL.--At one time the lead and zinc ores of the 
Upper Mississippi Valley were thought to have been directly 
derived from igneous rocks, assumed to exist at only a moderate 
depth below the surface.1 Altho igneous rocks are now known to 
underly the sediments of this region, they are found only at 
great depths and between them and the Galena and Platteville 
formations that contain the ore deposits there are several hun­
dred feet of strata that show no signs of mineralization. More­
over there is no evidence that the ores came from below. Since 
there is no evidence that the ores were derived directly from 
igneous rocks and abundant evidence against such an origin, the 
igneous origin of the ores is not widely held at the present 
time.
The present concensus of opinion is that the ores were 
leached out of the Pre-Cambrian rocks to the north and trans­
ported to the sea where they were deposited with the early Pal­
eozoic sediments during periods when this region was beneath 
the sea. At a later time the ores were concentrated, chiefly 
thru the influence of ground water, during the processes of 
weathering of the rocks. This is the general theory of ore
10wen, D. D.,Geol. of’ Wis. Vol. IV, p.370, 186€. Percival, J. 
G.?Ann. Rept. Geol. Survey Wis. 1855, pp. 7-101.
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deposition held hy most geologists who have studied the region, 
hut there is no general agreement in the more definite explanation 
of the origin of the ores.
Chamberlin mapped the extent of the seas in the periods 
during which the ore hearing sediments were laid down, showing 
from the form of the land areas that there was prohahly a gyratory 
current in the sea near the present location of the lead and zinc 
region. In this circulatory current he assumes that sea weeds
collected much as in our present Sargasso Sea, and that the de­
composition products of this buried organic matter acted as pre- 
cipitants for the metals dissolved in the sea waters. He also 
assumed that areas of the deeper, hence more quiet, waters were 
more favorable places for the accumulation of organic remains 
and that as a result the ore was not precipitated uniformly over 
the sea bottom. By this theory he explains two rather puzzling 
facts, l) the location of the lead and zinc region of the Upper 
Mississippi Valley, and 2) the concentration of ores in certain 
districts in this region and the presence of barren areas between 
those that are productive. Altho later developments have 
changed the outlines of the land areas as given by Chamberlin 
during the Platteville and Galena times, yet the theory of a great 
eddy forming a Sargasso Sea remains quite probable.
Under Chamberlin's direction Buell showed that if evenly 
disseminated the amount of ore in the rock need to have been 
only l/l400 of 1 %t him out a mining camp. Hence the necessary
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original concentration and separation was only slight.1 But if 
the original concentration is slight then the later concentration 
must have been all the more important.
Van Hisediscussed the general principles of artesian waters 
and applied them to this district.2 He limited his artesian flow 
to the Galena limestone which is confined between impervious 
strata (the Maeuoketa shale above and the oil rock and clay bed 
below). He believed that the ores were first deposited in the 
crevices by ascending currents of water. He thinks that the 
occurrence of the greater amount of the ore on the east side of 
the Mississippi River can be accounted for by the southeastern 
dip of the strata and their relation to artesian circulation.
After erosion had worn away part of the overlying strata 
the direction of the currents of ground water in the upoer re­
maining strata would be reversed, namely the crevices or joints 
would contain descending instead of ascending currents as a result 
of the lowering of the land surface, for the water is descending 
in the upper part of the crevices, due to direct inflow of met­
eoric waters.
Grant and Bain agree essentially with the views of Van 
Hise, in a general way, but they do not think the general ar­
tesian flow, if such a flow existed, had any very great influence
v
in localizing the ore deposits.
The authors mentioned above agree that the ore came from 
the Galena limestone and that the gases liberated from the oil
1T . C. Chamberlin, the Ore Deposits of Southwestern Wisconsin. Geol. of Wis., Vol. IV, 1882, p. 538.
2Trans. Ann. Inst. Min. Eng. Vol. XXX 1901, pp. 27-177.
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rock# were important agents in its precipitation. Cox^ has 
recently advanced a theory that the ore was originally dissem­
inated in the Maquoketa shale to a greater extent than in the 
Galena limestone and that this shale horizon furnished the great­
er part of the ore that was later concentrated in the crevices 
of the Galena limestone. Cox also minimizes the influence of the 
oil rock in causing the original precipitation of the ores.
PROPOSED HYPOTHESIS FOR THE ORIGIN OF THE ORES.— The writer 
does not entirely agree with any of the foregoing theories; his 
evidence ‘is taken from the reports of others and from his own 
observations in the Kennedy Mine.
He follows in general Ghamberlin's theory of a Sargasso
Sea based upon the probabilities of a gyratory current in the
Galena-^Trenton sea at this place and upon the direct evidence of the 
limited extent of the oil rock which contain alga remains. How­
ever, the outline of the seas on the continent of North America 
during this time as proposed by Schuchert will replace the map 
of the sea on the continent as proposed by Chamberlin.
The Oil Rock
Altho Chamberlin believed that the evidence in favor of the 
existence of a Sargasso Sea was strong, he did not believe that 
the presence of a Sargasso Sea was a necessary prerequisite for 
the concentration of the algae in particular places. He thought 
that the gyratory current without a Sargasso Sea would result in
^Economic Geology Vol. VI No. 5 Aug. 1911, p. 427.
Economic Geology Vol. VI No. 6 Sept. 1911, p. 582.
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the concentration of the algae in certain areas. Inequalities 
in the bottom of the ocean would allow the accumulation of greater 
thickness of oil rock in certain places than in others. Chamber­
lin believes that the deposits would accumulate faster in the 
deeper parts or troughs because these areas would be less dis­
turbed. Hence the deposits of oil rock would accumulate in syn­
clines of deposition to a greater thickness than between these 
synelines. The oil rock has probably been compressed by the 
pressure of overlying sediments, and the greatest amount of com­
pression would take place over the synclines of deposition where 
the oil rock was thickest. There would thus be produced new 
depressions above the older synclines of deposition.
It will be shown later that the fractures were probably 
produced by the greater compression of the oil rock along the 
lines where it was thickest.
During the decay of the organic matter and later compression 
of the oil rock gases would be liberated. According to tests 
made by Mr. Rollin Chamberlin, the oil rock is even now capable 
of giving off 57 volumes of gas consisting largely of hydrogen, 
marsh gas (CH^), and light hydrocarbons which have a high re­
ducing power. A comparison of the reducing power of some of 
the elements and compounds emphasizes the strong reducing char­
acter of the oil rock.
4L?
relative reducing power of various elements and compounds1
Hydrogen, oxidized to H^O 100.00
Marsh gas (CH4 ), oxidized to HgCOg-hHgO .50.00
Petroleum (CnHgn+g) 43.36
Carbon oxidized to COg 33.33
The "humous acids" (CfflHnPp) 18.04
Carbon oxidized to CO 16.6V
Sulphuretted hydrogen (HgS) oxidized to H2SO4 
Pyrite and marcasite (FeSg) oxidized to
23.53
2 FegOg*3 HgO and S to SO3 12.50
Sphalerite (ZnS) oxidized to ZnS04 8.25
Carbon monoxide (CO) oxidized to COg 7.14
Galena (PbS) oxidized to PbS04 3.35
The further effectiveness of the oil rock as a reducing
agent is shown by some experiments by Mr. F. F. Grout on oil rock
from the Dugdale prospect.
2 'T0 one-fourth gram of air-dried oil rock and 100 cubic
centimeters of water was added .005 gram of iron as ferric sul-
phate. This was acidulated with 5 grams HgSO^, and a similar 
portion was rendered alkaline with .1 gram KOH. After standing 
a week the amount of iron present as ferrous salt was determined 
with EMn04 . It was found that in the acid solution the amount
was .0035 gram and in the alkaline .0012 gram."
^Jenney, W. P., The Chemistry of Ore Deposition. Trans. Inst. 
Min. Eng., Vol. XXXIII, 1902, pp. 445-490
2Bain H. F . , Zinc and Lead Deposits of the Upper Mississippi 
Valley, Bull. 294, U. S. Geol. Survey, p. 135.
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Probably the effectiveness of the oil rock as a reducing 
agent was much greater formerly than at present. To this reduc­
ing power is attributed the precipitation of the ores as sulphides, 
whether in the Galena sea or in its later concentration. Cox 
objects to the idea of the direct precipitation of the ores by 
the algae of the lower Galena sea on the grounds that the con­
centration ought to be proportional to the distance away from the 
oil rock, which is not the case. This objection is invalidated 
when we recollect that only that ore will be precipitated which 
is supplied to the sea; in other words ore cannot be precipitated 
faster than it is carried to the sea regardless of the nature of 
the precipitating agents present in the sea. At many places 
lead2 occurs disseminated quite uniformly thruout the oil rock. 
This occurrence can not well be explained by precipitation from 
descending water currents, for if such were the origin there 
should be found a concentration at the upper contact of the oil 
rock with the limestone or very close to such a contact. But 
no concentration of ore at such a horizon is found. Moreover 
it would seem difficult to explain how lead could become so 
thoroughly disseminated in a nearly impervious bed as the oil 
rock unless the ore was original.
v
3-The ore material in later formations probably were precipitated 
by other agents than oil rock.
2Zinc sulphide also occurs in the oil rock, in many mines; but 
it was not observed in the Kennedy Mine.
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It seems probable then that some of the ore was original with 
the oil rock, in particular the galena, and that precipitation 
continued during a considerable time, for as Cox has pointed out 
we get ore in the Maquoketa shale as well as in the Galena. If 
this precipitation or dissemination was uniform or nearly so, 
as it appears to be in the rocks, the supply and hence the con­
centration must increase as the precipitating effect of the oil 
rock decreases.
Chamberlin reports that in places the oil rock around the 
galena masses is apparently crowded similar to the lines of the 
growth in a tree about a knot, as is shown in Pig. 11. He explains
Chamberlin refers to, may be due to the greater compression of 
the oil rock than of galena, as is illustrated in Pig. 12. That
this crowding by the growth of galena after 
the oil rock was formed and in this growth 
crowding the laminae farther apart. The
Pig. 11. probabilities of the galena being original 
have already been pointed out and objection 
has been raised to the later development of 
the galena in this rock. The crowding which
Diagram Showing 
Occurrence of 
Galena in Oil 
Hock. Pb^Galena 
A =Oil Rock
such compression of the oil rock actually 
took place will be seen later.
Original Inequalities in the 
Concentration of the Ore
As already pointed out, the oil rock,
Pig. 12.
Diagram Explaining 
Crowding of Oil 
rock about Galena 
Pb = Galena 
A =Oil Hock which has great reducing properties, was not 
distributed evenly, and in general the great-
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er thicknesses were probably deposited within the original syn­
clines of deposition. From these facts one would suppose that 
the concentration of the ores would be greatest in the synclines 
where the oil rock in general attains its greatest thickness.
The distribution of the ores bears out this supposition, from 
which it may be inferred that the unequal deposition of the oil 
rock influenced the unequal concentration of the ores. The ef­
fect of this inequality would tend to decrease, however, at a 
greater distance above the oil rock.
By reconstructing the early Galena sea Bain^ has discovered 
what he interprets as possible submerged valleys at the ends of 
the rivers. He thinks that such depressions may have prevented 
effective diffusion thruout the sea. This would tend to main­
tain the inequalities caused by the different chemical content 
of the rivers draining the different parts of the adjacent land 
areas of this time.
General Processes of First Concentration
We may now consider the general processes which control the 
Ksconcentration of the ore. The writer follows Bain in believ­
ing that altho an artesian circulation occurred in the rocks, it 
had little effect in the concentration and location of the ore
v
deposits. If we attempt to apply the theory of artesian circul­
ation we find that the ores ought to be concentrated in the anti -
3-Bain, H. F. , Zinc and Lead Deposits of the Upper Mississippi 
Valley, U. S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 294, p. 133.
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dines, because the rivers would cut down thru the anticlines 
first, after which the ore bearing waters would escape in the 
anticlines and the ascending waters would there precipitate the 
ores according to the theory of artesian control over the de­
posits. As the district was worn lower and the waters could es­
cape lower on the flanks of the anticlines, the artesian circula­
tion wouid become weaker because the place of outflo\? would be 
enlarged. Hence the ores deposited by such a circulation would 
tend to be concentrated in the anticlines, but since the anti­
clines are usually barren, it does not seem that most of the ore 
was ever concentrated in such places.
It is apparent from what has been said that the ore which 
originally was disseminated in the country rock has been concen­
trated in the crevices. According to Bain1 the chemical proc­
esses involved in the concentration of the ores may be summarized 
as follows.
Chemical Processes Involved
1 . Sulphate concentration.
As originally deposited the ores were most probably in the 
form of sulphides of iron, zinc, and lead, which alter readily 
to the soluble sulphate. Evidence of such alteration is found
in the occurrence of iron sulphates, thei-r solubility^is proven 
by its occurrence in only the dry parts of the mines. The 
sulphates are readily reduced to sulphides by the action of 
cdrtain organic gases, which are given off by the oil rock.
^Bain, H. P. Zinc and lead Deposits of the Upper Mississippi 
Valley, U. S. Geol. Survey, BuU. 294,pp. 136-137.
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2 .  Sulphide concentration.
Altho alteration of the sulphides to sulphates usually takes 
place before solution and transportation, this is not a necessary 
antecedent, for the sulphides of lead, zinc and iron are all 
soluble in water and with the exception of lead are soluble in 
ordinary mine waters. Change of conditions of temperature, 
pressure, etc., may cause the precipitation of the sulphides.
The effectiveness of the sulphide concentration in ordinary mine 
waters of the region is doubted by Cox, who has done the most 
recent work here.
3. Carbonate concentration.
The sulphides also alter to the soluble carbonates, as is 
shown by the occurrence of the carbonates. The alteration 
usually takes place thru the intermediate change into sulphates, 
ihe carbonates may be precipitated as sulphides when they come in 
contact with^sulphides or hydrogen sulphide.
4. Other methods of concentration.
It is possible that other reagents such as humic and organic 
acids (other than those given off by the oil rock) may aid in the 
solution of the ores and their deposition in concentrated de­
posits. But their efiect is doubtful and at best probably very 
limited.
v
The precipitation in the form of sulphides is probably due 
to the action of the gases from the oil rock, diffused or carried 
upward in the waters of the crevices, upon the ore-bearing sol­
utions. This differs from the theory proposed by Van Hise in 
that artesian control is not great enough to cause precipitation
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in the anticlines. The precipitation is thought to be due to 
the action of gases given off by the oil rock coming in contact, 
either by diffusion or by being carried in ascending currents, 
with the ores dissolved in the water filling the crevices.
General Processes of Secondary Concentration 
General Circulation
A general conception of the circulation of the ground water 
takes into account the fact that the deposits are found in syn­
clines, in which occur impervious layers. Some of the water
seeps into the limestone (which forms the 
country rock) and passes downward thru cap­
illary or sub-capillary openings which some­
times combine into larger openings until it 
reaches the ''clay" bed or oil rock along which 
it travels laterally to the crevices. While
ing General Under- following along the surface of the oil rock ground water cir­
culation. Arrows it receives gases which give it reducing indicate general
direction of water poxver and after reaching the crevices the currents.
gases in the water tend to diffuse upward.
Some of the ground water never descends to the oil rock and hence
does not become reducing in character, but after having dissolved 
some of the disseminated ore in the country rock flows into the 
crevices at higher levels. When the lateral ore-bearing water 
currents passing downward in the crevices mingled with the waters 
containing the reducing gases found below, the ore was precipi­
tated by the reducing action of the gases. The fact that the
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lateral currents carry oxidizing salts is shown by the fact that 
the country rock thru which it percolates oxidizes to a greater 
depth than the ore deposits of the crevices which are also in 
contact with the reducing waters.
Belt of Oxidation
Above the ground water table the air permeates to a greater 
or less extent the country rock and the oxygen of the air unites 
with any compounds which will readily combine with it. The 
effect is continued more or less below the ground water table, 
but rapidly decreases below this level. The oil rock as has been 
pointed out gives off reducing gases, namely gases which will 
readily unite with oxygen if oxygen is available and which may 
take the oxygen out of some of the compounds in which it occurs 
if the chemical affinity between the oxr/gen and the substance in 
which it occurs is not so strong as between the oxygen and the 
reducing agent. Hence we have a reducing agent below, the oil 
rock, which tends to make not only the waters in contact with it 
reducing but also those for even some distance above it, due to 
the ascending currents in the fissures or to the upward diffusion 
of the gases in the water of the fissures. Above the ground 
water level and even some distance below it, the atmosphere, which 
because of the oxygen in it, tends to oxidize the minerals with 
which it is in contact. The general chemical processes involved 
in the secondary concentration are very similar to those involved 
in the first concentration, already described.
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The chemical changes most likely to take place by oxidi-sation 
are the following. The sulphides of iron, lead and zinc may be 
oxidized to the sulphates by the following formulas:
FeSg 4 HgO +"7 0 =FeS04 f H 2S04
PbS H- 4 0-PbS04
ZnS 4- 4 0 ~ZnS04
These sulphates being soluble are not commonly found in the 
solid state altho iron sulphate is sometimes so found.
After oxidteation to sulphates, these sulphates may in turn 
be changed to carbonates by reactions with limestone according to 
the following formulas.
PeS04 h CaC05 -t-2 HgO -FeCOg -f-CaS04 < 2 HgO
PbS04 4-0aC03 d-2 HgO “ PbCOg +CaS04 . 2 Hg0
ZnS04 kCaCOg f-2 Ho0 =ZnCOs d-CaS04 . 2 HgO
Evidence of these reactions exists in the occurrence of lead 
and zinc carbonates and of gypsum.
Oxidation does not extend effectively to uniform depth in the 
case of all minerals. In a given vein the sulphides of iron, lead 
and zinc are present, and part of each has been oxidized to the 
sulphate. All further reactions changing the relative quantities 
of these compounds must involve more than one metal. The simplest 
reactions involve two metals. These reactions may be expressed
vby the following formulas:
1) PbSOH- ZnS —PbS 4- ZnSO .4 4
2) PbS04+  FaSgt 2 0 ~PbS +FeS04+S0g
3) ZnS04 + I,eS2d-2 0 -ZnS+FeS04tS0g
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From the first two formulas it can he seen that when two 
metals zinc or iron;and lead are present there is a tendency for 
the latter to exist as a sulphide and the other as a sulphate.
In other words, lead sulphide is harder to oxidize than either 
the sulphides of iron or zinc and lead sulphate is easier to 
reduce than the sulphates of the other two metals. likewise 
from the last two forumlas it can he seen that when two metals, 
lead or zinc, and iron are present there is a tendency for the 
latter-t^ latter to exist as a sulphate and the other as a sul­
phide. In other words, iron sulphide is easier to oxidize and 
the iron sulphate harder to reduce than the corresponding com­
pounds of lead or zinc. The zinc compounds then must assume a 
middle place in the ease with which its sulphate is reduced to 
the sulphide or its sulphide is oxidized to the sulphate.
As has been stated before the carbonates of iron, lead, and 
zinc may be formed by reaction from the sulphate. These will 
yield reversible reactions when in contact with the sulphides as 
indicated by the following formulas:
1 ) PbCO +- ZnS — PbS + ZnCO*3
2) PbC03 -f-FeS2 + 2 0 =PbS hFeCOg t S0g
3) ZnG03 + FeS2 i-2 0 =ZnS+-FeC03 d-S02
From a study of the above formulas we see that the order of
to carbonatesthe ease of oxidation of the sulphidesAis iron, zinc, lead, and 
that the order of the ease of reduction of the sulphates is the
reverse, lead, zinc, iron. Since these are the same conclusions 
reached from a study of the reactions between the sulphates and
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the sulphides, it will be unnecessary to follow the results of 
these oxidisations to both the sulphates and carbonates, as they 
will be similar.
i?rom the foregoing it will be seen that oxidisation commences 
with the iron sulphide. As the sulphide is converted into the 
sulphate it goes into solution and is carried away, making the 
vein poorer in iron. Oxidisation will then attack the zinc sul­
phide, converting it into the sulphate which passing into sol­
ution makes the vein poorer in zinc, finally the lead is attacked 
and passes into solution as the sulphate. Since oxidization 
becomes less effective with depth, the stage of oxidization will 
have advanced farther near the surface than below it. In a belt 
at a moderate depth lead sulphide may be oxidizing to the sul­
phate and the zinc and iron sulphides may have disappeared by 
oxidization. Below this there may occur another belt in which 
the lead sulphide has not commenced to oxidize, but the iron 
sulphide has been converted into some other form by oxidization, 
and the zinc sulphide is in the process of oxidizing to the sul­
phate. In a belt of still greater depth all the ores may occur 
as sulphides, oxidization having attacked only the iron sulphide. 
The occurrence of the ores as sulphides at a progressively greater 
depth below the surface may be indicated as follows:
1) a zone barren of sulphides
2) a zone in whi ch the only sulphide is galena
3) a zone in which sulphides of lead and zinc but not cf
iron occur
4) a zone in which sulphides of lead, zinc, and iron, all
occur.
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Geological Evidence of the Foregoing and Application 
to the Occurrence of the Ores
Such zones as above postulated occur thruout the district 
with the possible exception of the first, which is very poorly, 
if at all, developed. Altho oxidisation may convert the sul­
phides into the sulphates, they do not necessarily remain sul­
phates, altho undoubtedly they do in many cases. As has been 
pointed out, the sulphate may be changed to the carbonate and 
iron may also alter to the anhydrous or hydrous oxide. But 
whether the alteration products are sulphates, oxides, or car­
bonates, they all indicate oxidation. The alteration products of 
marcasite extend to a greater depth than those of sphalerite which 
in turn extend to a greater depth than those of galena. This is 
further evidence of the greater ease of oxidization in the order 
marcasite, sphalerite, and galena. But it must be noted that 
the absence of alteration products does not necessitate the ab­
sence of alteration, since many of the alteration products pass 
immediately into solution.
The carbonates of lead (eerrusite) and of zinc (smithsonite) 
and iron sulphate (melanterite) which are found, in this district 
are formed by the oxidisation of the sulphides. These minerals 
are probably formed by the processes already described. Gypsum 
occurs to a limited extent and is probably produced by the action 
of the metallic sulphides on limestone. Hematite and limonite
are anhydrous and hydrous oxides of iron formed by the oxidization 
of marcasite.
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Reduction of the Ores
Oxidi-sation unchecked would soon leave no sulphides as ores. 
But as has already been pointed out the gases from the oil rock 
act as reducing agents. In addition to the oil rock the deep 
seated waters in this region are- universally found to contain 
hydrogen sulphide. The ores may thus be reduced from the sol­
uble sulphate to the insoluble sulphide, by the reactions with 
marsh gas from the oil rock or the hydrogen sulphide according 
to the following formulas:
PbS04 t GH4 = PbS + CO^ + 2 HgO 
Pb S04 -hH2S — PBS + H 2S04 
ZnS04 +  CH4 = ZnS + C02 +  2 HgO 
ZnS04 + H 2S = ZnS +  H2S04
2 S02 -1-2 PeS04 +  3CH4 = 2FeS2 + 3 C02 +6 H20 
PeS04 + HgS =PeSg+ Hg0~t3 0
As has already been shown the lead sulphate is most easily 
reduced and the iron sulphate most difficult to reduce. Hence 
the lead will be precipitated first, then the zinc, and finally 
the iron. If the sulphates were carried downward in solution, 
they would be continually coming in contact with waters less 
oxidizing and mure reducing in character. A point would be 
reached where the'lead which is the most easily reduced would 
be precipitated. Precipitation of the lead would probably con­
tinue until it was all deposited , after which the oxygen would 
be extracted from the zinc sulphate and zinc sulphide would be 
precipitated. Finally the iron sulphide would be precipitated.
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Resulting from deposition we would then have three zones of sul­
phides from above downward in the order of their precipitation, 
lead, zinc, and iron.
Effect of Erosion
Erosion is another factor which must 
be considered in discussing the origin of 
the ores . As erosion lowered the land sur­
face, the ground water level would be low­
ered, the zone of oxidisation would advance 
downward, and the zone of reduction would 
Let us consider the relation of the retreat 
of the zone of reduction downward and the precipitation of the 
ores. Let Pb^, Zn&, Fe^, Pig. 15, represent the lower limits 
of the deposition of the lead, zinc, and iron sulphides res­
pectively when A is at the surface. As erosion reduces the 
surface to B the lower limits of the deposition of the lead, 
zinc, and iron sulphides continue to the points Pb-g, Zn-g, Fe^, 
respectively. With continued erosion to C, lead, zinc, and iron 
sulphides will be deposited as low as Pbc , Zn^, Fec , respectively. 
The lowering of the points of reduction has somewhat modified the 
vertical arrangement of the ores in Pig. 14, by causing overlap­
ping, and the zones may be given as follows, commencing with the 
top:
1) Zone free from sulphides
2) Zone of lead sulphide only
3) Zone of lead and zinc siilphides










Fe S i ----
ffig. 15
Diagram Illus­
trating Effect of 
Erosion on the 
Vertical Arrange­
ment of the Ores.
^See p . 5" 9
5) Zone of sine and iron sulphides
6) Zone of iron sulphide only
7) Zone free from sulphides
It will "be apparent that unless there 
is some counteracting force, the upper three 
sones will finally be cut thru by erosion 
and removed. But it will be remembered 
that oxidisation did not proceed to uniform 
depths and that this gave rise to a zonal 
arrangement of the ores equivalent to the 
upper four sones given above1 , hence ox­
idisation will tend to counteract the ef­
fects of erosion in destroying the upper 
zones as developed above.
As erosion lowers the surface the belt 
of oxidisation and hence the zones produced 
by oxidization will be lowered. Hence we 
have an adequate means for the preservation 
of at least the greater part of the upper 
three zones. The alteration of the lead 
sulphide is so slow, however, that erosion 
usually cuts down the surface too fast for 
the galena to completely alter before being 
eroded. Hence the first zone has a very 
limited occurrence, or may be totally lacking.
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If there should be anything to stop the downward extension 
of the zones of deposition the lowest zone would be the first to 
be destroyed by the overlapping of the zone immediately above it. 
The clay bed and oil rock due to their impervious character are 
effective barriers to the extension of the zones of deposition 
dO’vnward and in the Kennedy Mine the lowest zone is missing.
Bain reports that frequently, however, in the mines of the dis­
trict there is a lower zone of marcasite.
The following theory was developed from the application of
chemistry to geology, without any reference to the geological
data at hand. But it fulfills the requirements imposed by the
geological data so far as studied. This theory also explains 
„ „ ,shown below andthe vertical order of the ores described on a previous page,
1) Galena, no sphalerite or marcasite
2) Galena and sphalerite, no marcasite
3) Galena, sphalerite and marcasite
4) Sphalerite and marcasite, no galena.
It also explains the horizontal order of the deposition 
of the ores in the fissures which commencing with wall is as 
follows: 1) marcasite, 2) sphalerite, 3) galena, 4) calcite.
With the exception of the calcite, which probably was deposited 
independently of the other ores, this order agrees with the ar­
rangement shown in Fig. 15. Although the general processes were 
probably as outlined, they are doubtless more complex, for there 
are often several layers of marcasite in a vein, showing sev­
eral cycles of deposition. Hence the inference is that there 
must have been fluctuations of the levels of the zones of prec-
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ipitation for each metal, although it is not here proposed to 
determine what caused such fluctuations.
A knowledge of the successive zones of ore as here developed 
is important to the mining engineer in predicting what may he 
expected at depths below certain ores.
Source of the Ores
The Maquoketa shale is an impervious formation, consequently 
even if ore occurred in the formations above it, the Maquoketa 
shale would prevent much of this ore from finding its way into 
the underlying Galena limestone, hence the Galena limestone has 
been given as the source of the ore by most authors. Recently 
Cox has proposed the theory that although the bulk of the ores 
could not come from above the Maquoketa shale, they came dir­
ectly from that shale. Cox objects to the Galena limestone 
being the chief source of the ore for the following reasons:
1. It is impossible to prove any original lead and zinc in 
the Galena.
2. The Galena oil rock theory does not explain the presence 
of cog-mineral (galena in crystals, several inches to a foot 
thick) in the openings of Dubuque and Elizabeth.
3. Secondary concentration must be appealed to,to explain 
the vertical distribution of the ore.
4. The relation between the oil rock basins and the ore 
deposits is probably structural and not genetic.
5. Ore occurs outside the region underlain by oil roclc.
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6. The Maquoketa shale is a greater precipitating agent 
than the oil rock.
7. Ore is not concentrated in greatest abundance adjacent 
to the oil rock.
The writer can not agree with the first objection, as it 
seems that the galena in the oil rock is original. Secondary 
concentration is supported by field evidence and this is es. 
necessary for ore originally disseminated in the Maquoketa 
shale as in the Galena limestone. Altho a structural relation 
between the rock basins and the ore deposits doubtless exists, 
it seems hardly probable that a stratum so reducing in character 
as the oil rock should have no effect in precipitating the ores. 
The fact that ore occurs outside the region underlain by oil 
rock would seem to prove that oil rock was not wholly necessary 
to the deposition of ore, but it does not prove that the oil 
rock had no effect in the precipitation of the ores, where the 
two occur near together. The fact that the Maquoketa shale was 
a favorable place for the original deposition of the ore does 
not show why ore that may have been deposited there should have 
migrated downward to the Galena limestone and there form the 
bulk of the ore of this district. The conclusion that ore 
ought to be concentrated next to the oil rock if that formation
v
was the chief source of the ore, has already been discussed.
Cox gives other objections against the Galena-oil rock theory 
which seem rather to be against some assumptions he reads into 
the theory than against that theory itself.
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Cox refers the source of the ore to the Maquoketa shale 
because its metallic content is supposed to be greater than that 
of the Galena limestone, as determined by chemical analyses and 
as inferred by the higher organic content of the shale, there 
being a direct relation between organic content and metallic con­
tent, as shown by a number of chemical analyses."*- It has been 
pointed out that the ore could not be carried down from above 
the Maquoketa shale and deposited in the Galena, because the 
Maquoketa shale being impervious would have to be cut thru before 
ore could be carried from it into the Galena limestone, This 
same objection holds to a large extent in the case of the Maq­
uoketa itself as a possible source of the ore. For not until 
the Maquoketa shale was cut thru in some place by erosion could 
ore from this formation be carried down into the Galena, and by 
the time the Maquoketa was cut thru in many places, probably a 
great deal of it had been removed by erosion. Still more of it 
would be eroded as the fissures or passages of free circulation 
into the Galena limestone became sufficiently numerous to be 
really effective. The writer believes that the ore was orig­
inally disseminated in both the Galena limestone and Maquoketa 
shale and that both are in part the source of the ore. The 
amount of ore derived from each would depend partly upon the
•^ -Clark, F. ¥. Analyses of Rocks from the laboratory of the 
United States Geological Survey, U. S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 228
p. 20.
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original metallic content of each, which needs to be better 
determined; partly upon the relative bulk of each when the pro­
cesses of ore concentration began, namely at the time the Maq- 
uoketa shale was cut thru; and partly upon the amount of ore 
carried away and not deposited in the ore bodies.
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THE KENNEDY MINE 
Int rod-act ion
Altho the foregoing discussion applies to the lead and 
zinc region in general, references have been made to the Kennedy 
Mine, and the discussion in places has been based specifically 
upon it. But no complete description of the Kennedy Mine has 
been given as it is purposed to do here.
Stratigraphy of the Kennedy Mine
The Kennedy Mine has been excavated almost entirely in the 
lower part of the Galena limestone but in all probability at 
least at one place (Shaft No. 2) it has been cut into the under­
lying Platteville limestone. In many places it has been cut 
into the oil rock and clay bed, giving some good sections of 
these horizons.
SECTIONS IN THE EAST HUN.— The extreme eastern diift of the 
Kennedy Mine passes under the Bunk House and is shown on the 
map as the East Run. The drift is cut almost entirely in the 
clay bed and oil rock, and several sections of these horizons
were made. The exact location of each section is indicated on
i nthe map by a letter corresponding to the one p-raaedirngAthe
d ia ^ r a md-etail-edr-da&eriyti-enAof the section.
The following generalized section was made in the East 
Run and fig. 16 illustrates the relations between the members 
of the strata, as observed at the points indicated by the letters 
in the diagram and map of the mine.
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D. Section of the Strata in the East Run
12. Limestone in one layer-----------------------6-7 inches.
11. Thinner bedded limestone, in layers about
2 inches thick------------------ 10-3.1 inches.
10. Carbonaceous shale (typical oil rock) 
with some chert. In no place was the
entire thickness observed------------- 5 feet 8 inches.
9. Yellowish to dark yellowish-gray
shale--------------- 5 inches to 1—  foot-8—4n.
8. Light yellowish-gray shale------------------ — 14 inches.
Rig. 16
Diagram of the Strata of the East Run. The numbers refer 
to the numbers of the members of the section as given in the 
generalized section of the East Run. The letters refer to the 
location of the section on the^map of the mine.
Vertical Scale: 1 foot— -f- inch.
Horizontal Scale: 100 feet=5 inches.
Vertical Exaggeration x 5.
7. Blue shale------------------------------- 7-15 inches.
6. Discontinuous band of yellowish gray
shale--------------------------‘0-3 inches.
5. Discontinuous band of yellowish
shale or oil rock------------ 0-3 inches.
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4. Blue shale in thin layers and in places 
interbedded with thin layers of brown
shale--------------------------- 0-2 inches.
3. Carbonaceous shale foil rock)--------------------- 0-4-%- inches.
2. Bright yellow shale--------------------------------4-|--8 inches.
1. Fairly hard carbonaceous shale (oil 
rock) in alternating dark brown and 
lighter yellowish brown or yellow
layers 2 to 3 inches thick---------- 2 feet 6 inches.
Along this drift the clay bed is seen to be very undulatOry 
in character, the undulations dying out below. The clay beds 
do not attain horizontallity except as they reverse the direc­
tion of their dip. Dips of 10-20° are the rule, but dips of 
30° are not uncommon and even 38° has been measured. This un- 
dulatory character of the clay bed proves that deforming agents 
have been acting in the region, but from the evidence seen does 
not prove whether the deformation was due to shrinkage of the 
oil rock or to lateral thrust.
Section E shows the occurrence of galena in the oil rock 
and its absence elsewhere, and also shows the occurrence of ore 
in some of the lowest veins which are associated with the clay 
bed. The accompanying diagram (Fig. 17) shows the intergrad-
v
ations of some of the members of the section. The following 
section was made in the Kennedy Mine about 2 or 3 rods south­
west from the foot of the incline and is shown on the mine map 
by the letter E.
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B. Section of Strata near the Boot of the Incline,
IS. Grayish soft clay------------------------------ 2 inches.
12. Alternating layers of dark brown and 
lighter yellowish brown or yellowish 
carbonaceous shale (oil rock), red­
der and darker when wet. lighter 
colored beds vary from f to 4 inches 
thick and average 1 or 2 inches thick; 
darker beds are l/8 to -§• inches thick 
and average i inch. In general the 
thinner these dark beds, the darker 
they become. lead, probably not in 
paying quantities, and chert which may 
contain some calcite occur disseminated 
in the shale. Wo other mineral was 
recognized. This member varies some­
what in the relative amount of the 
light and dark bands and in the amount
of cherts----------------------9 inch&i to 4 feet 7 inches.
11. Alternating layers of carbonaceous 
shale (oil rock) and grayish hard 
crystalline limestone, probably show­
ing traces of fossils. layers of 
both oil rock and limestone vary from
0-7 Inches.i to 2 inches thick'
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10. Layer similar to Ho. 12 except more 
uniform in the relative amounts of 
light and of dark bands, and of chert, 
but with a greater per cent of dark
bands---------------- ---------------------0-4 inches.
9. Bed similar to Ho. 11---------------------0-8 inches.
I t
R o o f
12-
9
The numbers refer to the numbers of the members of the 
section.
Vertical Scale: 1 foot — Z^8 inches.
Horizontal Scale: 1 foot =3/8 inches.
8. Bed similar to Ho. 10--- - --Omthesto 1 foot 5 inches.
7. Hard, dense, yellow, fine-grained fairly
pure limestone with sub-conchoidal to ir~
lenses ofregular fracture, containing coarser grainedA
Vrock about 1 inch wide and several inches
long. The layers vary from 2 to 41 inches
thick, averaging 2 b  or 3 inches. Laminae of 
dark brown oil rock 1/16 to 3/4 inches thick
occur between the limestone beds 0-5 feet
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6. Carbonaceous shale (oil rock)---------------- 0-3 inches.
5. Yellow shale or oil rock, lighter in
color than Ho. 6------------------------------ 0-3 inches.
4. Bed of shale greenish above grading to 
yellow or yellowish gray below, con­
taining Orthis tricensaria and Rafines-
quina alternata-----------------------1 foot to 1 foot
4 inches.
3. Vein of ore containing marcasite,
sphalerite and cal cite----------------- about 2 inches.
2. Blue shale------------------------------ about 3 inches.
1. Yellow shale----------- -----------------about 7 inches.
Section F shows the occurrence of ore interbedded with oil- 
rock and the clay beds. The following section was made in the 
south end of Kennedy Mine on the east wall about 200 feet north 
of the Kennedy south line, shown on the mine map by the letter F.
F. Section of Strata about 200 feet 
from the south'end of the Kennedy Mine.
14. Blue shale-----------------------------------1 inch.
13. Blue to greenish gray shale somewhat 
sandy. At top a blue clay with thin
vlaminae of grayish clay which becomes
more important until at base the two
kinds of clay occur in beds of equal
thickness about l/8-J- inch thick---------- 51 inches.
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12. Grayish, fairly porous, nearly pure lime­
stone, containing small calcite crystals. 
Some shale at the top. Beds 1./8-1 inch 
thick varying from light gray(nearly white) 
to dark gray and hrown. Somewhat fossil-
iferous in the upper part. The beds are 
variable in resistance and in the distinct­
ness of their separation---------------------- 4 feet.
11. Blue shale------------------------------------ 10 inches.
10. Green shale interbedded with carbonaceous
shale (oil rock)--------------------------- 0-4 inches.
9. Hard, dark brown, subcrystalline carbon­
aceous shale (oil rock)----------------------2 inches.
8. Ore vein-------------------------------------- Jr inches.
7. Oil rock and shale---------------- ------------i inch.
6. Ore vein------- -------------------------------Jr inches.
5. Carbonaceous and ordinary shale (oil rock
and clay)--------------------------------------2 inches.
4. Ore vein-------------------------------------- li inches.
3. Green clay interbedded with carbonaceous
shale (oil rock)------------------------------ 5 inches.
2. Typical soft carbonaceous shale (oil rock)— if- inches. 
1. Cherty lense in carbonaceous shale (oil 
rock) 2 inches.
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Occurrence of the Ores and Minerals
The ores and minerals found in the Kennedy Mine are mar- 
casite, pyrite, galena, sphalerite, calcite, smithsonite, cer- 
rusite, limonite, hematite, and melanterite. They have all been 
previously described (see pp. 34-36) and the fact that the last 
five are alteration products of the first four has been noted. 
Sections showing the occurrence of the ore as well as the oil 
rock and clay in the lower workings, where galena is absent 
except in the oil rock have been given, (see sections E and E, 
pp. 72-75) Below is given a section of a vein of ore at a some­
what higher level where galena also occurs. It was made im­
mediately north of the mule stables and less than 30 feet above 
the oil rock. It is located on the mine map by the letter G.
G. Section immediately North of the Mule Stables
7. Country rock (Galena limestone) a weathered
sandy dolomite------------------------------------?
6. Sphalerite (without any galena) mixed 
with small quantities of marcasite and
limonite------------------------------------------ 5 inches.
5. Vein consisting of nearly pure galena
(with some sphalerite)-------------------------- 2 inches.
4. Yellowish brown very much decomposed dol­
omite with uneven fracture impregnated with 
limonite----------------------------------------- 7 inches.
3. Sphalerite covered with a coating of 
melanterite 0-? inches.
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2. Sphalerite in hands with minor quantities of
limonite and marcasite------------------------- 10 inches.
1. Country rock (Galena limestone) same as
No. 7-------------------------------------------- ?
The effects of oxidation extend almost to the lowest part 
of the mine as shown by the presence of limonite, hematite, and 
melanterite. In some places the presence of the first two of 
these minerals gives a very picturesque and highly colored ap­
pearance to the wall rock. One of the drifts in the old Hos­
kins Mine is as red as if painted, the clay here being saturated 
with red ocher and the walls and roof are covered with it. Hem­
atite and limonite occur in the presence of moisture, bxxt mel­
anterite is only found in relatively dry places because of its 
ready solubility. As the lower part of the mine is more wet 
than the upper, melanterite has not been found in the lowest part 
of the workings altho it is found as low as the veins containing 
galena.
These three widely distributed products of alteration; 
namely, hematite, limonite, and melanterite, are all iron min­
erals and are formed thru the alteration of pyrite and marcasite. 
On the other hand galena usually appears fresh except in the top 
workings where a thin coating of cerrusite is found covering it. 
Sphalerite alters much more readily than galena and is found in a 
more altered condition than the galena when the two are assoc­
iated and its alteration product, smithsonite, extends to a 
greater depth than that of galena, but not to as great a depth 
as the alteration products of the iron sulphides.
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Except the deposits which occur disseminated and hence are 
probably original the lower workings of the Kennedy Mine are in 
the zone where the sulphides of iron and zinc are the only ones 
present, galena being absent. The sphalerite appears to have 
been deposited as low as the oil rock which, because of its im­
pervious nature, prevents any considerable deposition below this 
horizon. Galena has been found immediately north of the stables
and not more than 30 feet above the oil rock. How much lower
._ _ thethe galena may occur m  veins is not certain, but in several
A
places visited, this was the lowest galena-bearing vein seen. 
Galena is found lower, in the oil rock, as a disseminated de­
posit (altho probably not in paying quantities) but the vertical 
zonal arrangement does not refer to these disseminated deposits 
which are probably original. It is to the lower part of the 
galena zone, where the sulphides of iron and zinc are found, that 
Grant refers in his notes on the order of deposition, which are 
summarized by Bain as follows:^
"The first flat in the Kennedy mine is some 60 feet above 
the oil rock and is near the water level. It contains a little 
smithsonite and much clay and limonite; marcasite is also very 
common. Below the water level the flats and pitches are seen 
in greater perfection and here the order of deposition is mar-
v
casite, blende, and galena. Thick masses of marcasite are seen 
along the bottom of some of the flats. Along the pitches are
1Bain, H. F., Zinc and Lead Deposits of the Upper Mississippi 
Yalley, U. S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 294, p. 83.
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occasionally large cubes of galena, and this galena seems to 
be more abundant near the upper flat, where it is altering to 
lead carbonate. There are some stalactite-like masses in these 
flats, and in the upper flats the marcasite of these masses has 
commonly altered to limonite. One such mass which was fresh 
showed the following from within outward: First, a cavity of
about one-half inch in diameter, then a layer of marcasite one- 
half inch thick; then a layer of blende one-quarter inch thick, and 
outside of this was a layer of marcasite 1 inch in thickness. 
Considerable of the marcasite in this mine is later than the 
blende, although the main part of this iron sulphide seems to have 
been the first mineral deposited. In a number of cases it is 
found that the order of crustification has changed several times 
from marcasi-te to blende.
"The usual order of deposition in the Hoskin mine is mar­
casite, blende, galena, and calcite. It is estimated that at 
least three-fourths of the marcasite seen here is earlier than 
the blende. A common feature of this mine is the round, stal­
actite-shaped masses which are made up largely of blende. The 
common order in these stalactite masses is, in the center mar­
casite, next yellow blende, then dark, almost black blende in 
a thick layer, and finally a thin layer of yellow blende. Oc­
casionally .just outside of the thick layer of black blende is a 
thin layer of marcasite. The radiating nature of both the
blende and the marcasite is very finely shown in most of these 
specimens. Hot infrequently the core of these stalactites is
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of galena. In some cases these stalactite-like masses have the 
outer surface of marcasite, and it is not uncommon to find both 
of these side by side. The main part of the stalactite-like 
masses is of blende, with only a subordinate amount of marcasite.” 
In speaking of the ores of the Kennedy Mine Bain says:^
"The presence of a thin band of marcasite between the blende 
and the porous dolomite which forms the wall rock is common here 
as elsewhere in the district. The repeated banding of the iron 
sulphide and marcasite is, however, more common than usual. In 
one sheet two bands of blende with alternating layers of iron 
sulphide were well developed and coarse botryoidal layers of mar­
casite both above and below bands of blende are common.
"Galena occurs both intimately intergrown with blende and 
in well-developed crystals showing cubical and octahedral surfaces 
scattered over the normal blende sheets. Pyrite occurs in the 
same situation, and at the dumps on top of the hill a number of 
excellent specimens of clustered cubes were found developed over 
a sheet of brown blende which in turn rested upon radiating masses 
of marcasite. So far as observation goes the pyrite in this area 
is a recent, secondary mineral. The marcasite, on the other 
hand, is in part older than the blende.
"In the Kennedy mine a number of specimens were obtained
\showing coatings of unaltered sulphides on walls of deeply ox­
idized dolomite, indicating that the oxidizing waters were reach­
ing the mine through the wall rock rather than down the crevices."
^Bain, H. F ., Zinc and Lead Deposits of the Upper Mississippi 
Valley, U. S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 294, p. 83.
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Types of Deposits
Two general types of deposits can now be seen in the Ken­
nedy Mine,1) the disseminated deposits,and 2) the flats and pitches. 
In places the oil rock and the underlying clay bed both carry dis­
seminated ore, but probably the disseminated ore in the Kennedy 
Mine would not pay the expenses of mining.
The flats and pitches are very well developed in the Ken­
nedy Mine and carry considerable ore. They are found in three 
types; 1) in the northwestern part of the mine the pitches are 
very steep, having dips between 60° and 80° and are not inter­
rupted by flats except at the very base, where occasionally the 
rock is cut out on a low flat for a few feet; 2) in the greater
part of the mine, the flats and pitches are both well developed
and present a step-like appearance, the dips of the pitches are 
gentle, in places approximating 45° or less. The flats are 
worked over the entire area from the base of one pitch clear 
across the mine to the base of the other pitch. 3) The third 
type is well seen in the Booster Drift, which is the southeastern
part of the mine, where apparently only flats are developed.
These pinch out at the side and do not connect with any of the 
pitches.
v
Structure in the Kennedy Mine
PREVIOUS DESCRIPTIONS.— As formerly noted the present Ken­
nedy Mine includes both the old Kennedy and Hoskins Mines, and as 
such it has been described in the literature. The present in-
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accessibility of formerly accessible portions, and the destruc­
tion of the former walls, makes it impossible to obtain data that 
was formerly available. At the same time, due to further ex­
cavation, new data becomes accessible. For this reason accurate 
descriptions of the workings as they formerly appeared are es­
pecially valuable as giving different data in many cases from 
that now obtainable. Below is given a description of the Hos- 
kin and Kennedy Mines by Bain1 .
"The workings extend from the oil rock up to the flint beds 
of the Galena, and the upper flat in the Kennedy mine is about at 
water level. The Hoskin, or New Beal mine, as it was formerly 
called, is mainly developed along two pitches having trends 
approximately N. 50° W. and N. 70° W. The former is known as 
the north pitch and dips to the northeast. The latter is the 
south pitch and dips to the southwest. Across their end is a 
third pitch having a general east-west course and dipping south, 
and another with a north-south course and an easterly dip, so 
that the zone of pitching crevices swings around and connects 
the main north and south pitches. To the northwest the two 
pitches trend farther and farther apart, so far as shown by pres­
ent development. In the Mills diggings, which are presumed to 
be connected with the north pitch of the Hoskin, the pitches
v
again swing round an acute angle and close in the end of a 
basin.
Bain, H. i ., Zinc and Lead Beposits of the Upner Mississippi 
Valley, U. S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 294, pp. 82-83.
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"A unique structural feature is the presence of an upward 
bend or anticline between the two main pitches of the Hoskin.
This was exposed in driving the drift marked A-B in P1.1H, to 
connect the two parts of the mine. The oil rock here rises above 
the floor of the drift, though under the main workings to the 
east it is at least 10 feet lower. The beds above the oil rock 
rise ivith it and pass over the anticline in a gentle bow. The 
significance of this feature is not understood. So far as ob­
servation goes it is v,'holly exceptional in the Wisconsin mines.
In other parts of the same mine the normal sag of the beds away 
from the pitches may be observed, and the true exulanation lies 
possibly in the relations of the beds to other pitches, of which, 
as shown by Mr. Ellis's map, there are a great number in the 
mines.
"The Kennedy mine, which is immediately south of the Hoskin, 
shows a well-developed system of pitches and flats with a general 
course of N. 20° W. These, as in the Hoskin, are converging 
rather than parallel, but their exact relations have not been so 
well worked out.
"The general relations of these pitches to the structure 
of the region and to other pitches exposed at the surface is 
shown in PI. ID. This map is interesting chiefly as showing that 
there is no consistent relation between the pitching crevices 
and geologic structure. While the mines are located in a well- 
defined basin, the pitches strike at all angles and are neither 
parallel nor at right angles to its axis."
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DESCRIPTION OP MAP OP THE KENNEDY MINE.— The map of the 
Kennedy Mine, Plate II, shows the general structure of the mine 
and how the pitches have been followed in excavation. The 
pitch on the west side of the mine takes two rather sharp bends 
northwest from the foot of the incline at the points H and J.
The nature of these bends is probably that of a fracture, but 
intersecting joints are also suggested. The mine terminates on 
the south in a rounded tip, shown in Pig. 18, which strongly
suggests a fracture, which suggestion 
was supported by observations at 
this place. North of this the pitches 
most probably exist but they were not 
traced definitely, and are shown on 
the man by dotted lines.
FRACTURES AND THEIR ORIGIN.—
The distinctive features of the frac­
tures have already been pointed out. Their presence has been 
detected to a fair degree of certainty in several parts of the
mine, but especially just north of 
the stables. In a distance of about 
100 feet the pitch makes an angle of 
about 60° and altho the continuation 
of the pitch in a straight line into 
the wall was looked for at all pos­
sible angles where it might occur 
fas at A, Pig. 19) it was not found. On the other hand the 
pitch curved almost continuously. Prom all the evidence gathered
Plan of a pitching 
Fracture.
Pig. 18




it would appear that these pitches were continually curved 
fractures rather than a series of straight intersecting joints. 
These same phenomena altho less closely observed where seen at 
other places in the mine. From their character it seems hardly 
possible that the same force which gave a definite direction to 
the joints could also produce a fracture which curves thru an 
angle of 60° in about 100 feet. It seems more probable that in 
the process of consolidation the oil rock in which the organic 
matter was unequally distributed, contracted unequally and in 
so doing caused an irregular break to occur which conformed to 
the shape of the area of greatest contraction. Further evidence 
of this unequal contraction is seen in the relation of the pitches 
to the oil rock. The pitches are all found immediately above the 
oil rock and die out with increasing height above it. They are 
generally confined to the thicker patches of oil rock, where the 
contraction would be greatest, and which as previously pointed 
out are usually confined to the synclines. These facts all 
strongly support the view that unequal compression of oil rock 
produced the fractures and probably some of the pitching joints 
also.
The sagging of the beds in the process of contraction would 
probably widen the bedding planes in the overlying strata, thus 
giving rise to the flats. Altho the determining factor in the 
shape of the flats and pitches undoubtedly was deformation, the 
openings along the flats and pitches are probably chiefly due to 
solution along these cracks.
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Further evidence of the compression of the oil rock has been 
deduced from its composition. The oil rock found in the basins 
of the zinc district now consists of from 15 to 50 per cent of 
bituminous matter, and so may be assumed to have suffered com­
pression in the process of consolidation, amounting from one- 
sixth to one-half that of coal. It may accordingly be assumed 
that 1 foot of oil rock was originally equivalent to a bed of 
mud and organic matter 3 to 8 feet thick.
If the above be a correct interpretation of the facts, little 
prediction can be made as to the direction in which pitches will 
run and it is not surprising that they are found to be curved in 
various ways. It is not meant that all or even most of the 
pitches are of the character here designated as fractures, but 
that some of them are.
Relation of the Kennedy Mine to the Book Structure 
and Surface Topography
As can be seen from consulting the map of the Kennedy Mine
( o p p  o s i i t e  p. &
and environs (Plate HI.) it is located in a syncline. Above it 
are found old diggings, and the typical flats and pitches in which 
ore ocCTirs are also found. All of these relations are favorable 
to ore deposition and at least some of them ought to have served 
as guides to the'discovery of ore below the water table. The 
greater part of the mine lies under a hillside which is a most 
favorable place for the location of an ore-body, but part of the 
mine has been excavated immediately beneath the valley bottom.
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Equipment of the Kennedy Mine
The Kennedy Mine, which is the property of the Mineral Point 
Zinc Company, is equipped with Machine Shop, Blacksmith Shop, 
Store Room, Shaft House, Compressor Room, a mill of 100 ton 
capacity, Powder House, Bunk House, Boarding House, and Office,
In addition to these the company owns several other buildings 
about the mine which serve as homes for the employees, which 
numbered about 60 during the summer of 1912. A part of the mine 
and some of the buildings are lighted with electricity which is 
obtained from the Interstate Power Company.
Excavation is done chiefly with Ingersol-Rand machines, 
altho an Electric Brill is also used. On the M i l s  and on the 
South Pitch storing is practiced, but elsewhere the mining is 
breast work. Mules are used for pulling the ore-cars to the 
shaft where a 22 horse power intermittent hoist takes them to • 
the surface. Two 6-inch American Centripetal Pumps with a 
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